This is an important year for the Fourth International — eighty years since its foundation. A short account is published here September 1938 - the founding of the Fourth International and we continue the appeal to help us fund the translation of Livio Maitan’s history of the Fourth International Per una storia della IV internazionale la testimonianza di un comunista controcorrente.

Listen to Michael Löwy here and Dave Kellaway here talking about Livio and the importance of his book.

Contribute through the GoFundMe page.

A public event featuring Michael Löwy and other leading members of the Fourth International will take place in the International Institute for Research and Education in Amsterdam on Friday 26 October. This will be livestreamed via the IIRE Facebook page. Watch the video here.

PS:

If you like this article or have found it useful, please consider donating towards the work of International Viewpoint. Simply follow this link: Donate then enter an amount of your choice. One-off donations are very welcome. But regular donations by standing order are also vital to our continuing functioning. See the last paragraph of this article for our bank account details and take out a standing order. Thanks.